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Step By Step Guide Explodes Publishing Myths And Reveals Simple Method To Earn From Publishing

Your Own Physical Books The Self Publishing Revealed program has been produced to blow away the

cloud of mystique that surrounds self publishing and show you how anyone can publish a book literally in

just a few hours! It doesnt matter whether you are a complete beginner or an accomplished writer, you

will be able to very easily publish your own books. Of course, publishing these books brings you

additional income. Publish multiple books and you can create many different streams of income. Lets not

forget that with a physical book published it opens up a whole new world of possibilities for you to market

your book. A physical book will open doors for you both on and offline and give you a chance to establish

a huge amount of credibility in any niche. Being a published author brings a lot of kudos and as you work

through the Self Publishing Revealed program you will understand just how many highly profitable

opportunities it offers you. Step By Step To Profiting From Publishing The Self Publishing Revealed

program reveals in step by step format exactly how to publish your own book in the worlds largest

marketplace - even if youve never written a book before! By now, you are curious what you will learn in
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your step by step video course ... m Video 1 - Introduction 7m 27s * Learn what is in this step by step

training program and how you can publish a physical book * Understand why you would want to publish a

physical book and how it will benefit you m Video 2 - Whats Selling Now? 6m 25s * Research your niches

and discover popular selling products in niches you can join in * Maximize your income by picking the

most profitable niches to create books in m Video 3 - Creating Your Book 11m 57s * Learn the 3 ways to

create a book * Discover the simple techniques for putting together a high quality book m Video 4

-Formating Your Book 10m 48s * Formating a physical book is very different from a digital book * Learn

the fundamental differences and which will work best for you m Video 5 - Using Createspace 11m 35s *

See exactly how you publish your book * Learn the different publishing options available to you and which

ones would best suit you * Understand exactly how Createspace works and how you can profit from it m

Video 6 - Proof Reading 6m 00s * Understand the important of proof reading your book and why you

MUST do this * Learn the best ways to get your book proof read for the minimum cost Let me share with

you one of my sample videos (in the quality you will receive them - notice they are a good size and very

easy to see what is going on - not some postage stamp sized grainy video) Video 7 - Building A List 5m

11s * Dont miss out on the opportunity to build a list with a fanantical following * Learn how to turn your

published book into a list bulding machine m Video 8 - Promoting Your Book 5m 17s * Learn why you

have to promote your book * Discover the secret benefit this book will give you * Understand some of the

best ways of promoting your book m Video 9 - Offline Marketing 9m 51s * Take advantage of the massive

potential for you to make money marketing your book offline * Learn the sneaky trick of self published

authors to get your book in the book shops m Video 10 - Cash In On Your Book 8m 20s * Learn a simple

technique to turn your book into several hundred or even thousand dollars quick cash m Video 11 -

Summary 7m 25s * Learn how to take this to the next level and earn even more * Summarize the process

of publishing your own book Unlike many other video programs, you wont find any fluff or filler in this

training course. It is 100 pure valuable information.
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